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	Title: Investigating Alternate Treatments of Acid Rain
	School: Mountain Ridge Middle School
	Sponsor: Pankaj Vispute
	Abstract: Due to the Industrial Revolution in the late 1900s, acid rain became a major issue. However, due to various sulfur emission capping policies, this issue was minimized in North America and Europe. Unfortunately, in developing countries such as India, acid rain prevalence is growing dramatically and is damaging crops, due to industrial advancements. Current treatments for acid rain involve running the rain through a tube full of limestone for 12 hours, making treatments expensive, difficult to reproduce, and inapplicable. This project will aim to investigate alternate treatments of acid rain that are collected in water tanks that are cheap, quick, and easy to reproduce. 
It was found that a reaction between potassium hydroxide and the sulfuric acid comprised acid rain produced potassium sulfate. Potassium sulfate acted as a strong fertilizer for the plants and nearly doubled growth rates compared to other fertilizing solutions.
The rate of tank irrigation water is steadily increasing in India. Once the water is collected in the tanks, these hydroxides could simply be poured into the tanks and the acid rain could be neutralized, all the while creating a fertilizer.
This research is extremely applicable to many Asian countries where acid rain is literally beginning to keep people inside their homes when rain falls. Although more work must be done on preventing sulfur emissions in the first place, this treatment can minimize the damage of already fallen acid rain.
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